I. INTRODUCTION
In the last decade the Internet has experienced tremendous growth in the number of users that resulted in dramatic increase of the traffic volume carried by the network. The nature of Internet traffic has been a hot research topic since then. One of the most important findings was that traffic aggregates in IP networks may exhibit high degree of variability [1] . High variability manifests itself requiring significantly more network resources in order to serve the traffic with given performance metrics compared to classic Poisson traffic. It means that there must be enough resources to serve very large bursts in traffic pattern. However, there are also long time spans during which local average of the traffic aggregate may stay well below the mean of the whole process.
High-variability of traffic observations may stem from a number of phenomena including self-similar, long-range dependent and/or non-stationary behavior. Despite of significant efforts in the area there is still no common agreement which of these properties are fundamental for a traffic to exhibit high variability. Since the discovery of long-range dependence and self-similarity in Internet traffic observations almost all longterm variations in the mean value of traffic observations were attributed to their effect. However, high variability can also be caused by non-stationary behavior of observations when one of more statistical characteristics gradually or abruptly change in time.
Non-stationarity of traffic aggregates was only recently started to be considered as a possible reason for high variability of aggregated traffic patterns. However, it was known for a while that aggregated traffic is characterized by deterministic trends similar to those found in telephone traffic. For example, it was demonstrated that there are clear daily variations in the traffic patterns [2] . It was also noticed in [2] that there is a clear indication of busy hour in link usage patterns. When statistical characteristics change in time, non-stationarity can be important factor contributing to high variability of traffic aggregates [3] .
Although non-stationary behavior of aggregated IP traffic patterns was demonstrated in many studies none of those discussed potential implications of this phenomena neither proposed practical models to capture this behavior. Contrarily to those studies, in this paper we consider the problem of modeling traffic aggregates in modern IP networks. We do not assume stationarity for traffic aggregates as it rarely hold in practice. We justify our assumptions observing statistical characteristics of real traffic traces. Attempting to model the traffic we introduce the concept of local stationarity and demonstrate how to exploit it to describe traffic aggregates onthe-fly. We also discuss applications scenarios and limitations of the proposed model.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we discuss results and highlight recent development in the area of broadband traffic analysis and modeling. Next, in Section III, we consider statistical characteristics of real traffic traces highlighting their non-stationary nature. Model for covariance stationary behavior of traffic observations is presented in Section IV. In Section V this model is extended to piecewise covariance stationary behavior. Numerical examples are demonstrated in Section VI. Usage of the model in traffic engineering applications is discussed in Section VII. Conclusions are drawn in the last section.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Long-range Dependence and Self-similarity
In the middle of 90th non-stationarity was not considered as a possible cause of high-variability of traffic observations. Many authors either implicitly or explicitly assumed stationarity for Internet traffic observations. Self-similarity, long-range dependence and heavy-tail distributions have all been claimed to be fundamental properties of aggregated traffic [4] . All these three notions are related to each other. A process is said to be asymptotically second-order self-similar when the structure of its ACF is preserved under time-aggregation. A process is said to be long-range dependent when its ACF is not summable meaning that dependence continues to infinity. Note that asymptotically second-order self-similar processes are always long-range dependent implying non-summable ACF [4] . In this case, descriptor of the degree of self-similarity, Hurst parameter (0.5 < H < 1), is also meaningful for longrange dependent processes. Heavy-tailed distributions (e.g. Pareto) or nearly heavy-tailed distributions (e.g. Weibull) are claimed to be the main source for self-similar behavior of traffic aggregates [5] .
It is important to note that observations of long-range dependent processes are characterized by the so-called 'wave' behavior where observations tend to be higher or lower than the mean of the process for long durations of time. We note that such behavior may also be inherent for observations of non-stationary processes when the mean changes in time. In practice we always deal with limited number of observations. As a result, it is difficult to distinguish between observations exhibiting second-order self-similar and non-stationary behaviors [3] .
There are a number of estimators used to detect whether given observations are taken from self-similar process or not. Variance considered as the function of the level of traffic aggregation is often used to determine degree of self-similarity. Well-known rescaled-adjusted (R/S) and variance-time statistics are based on this relation. Periodogram-based and and Whittle's estimators are based on spectrum estimates. In practice, applying these estimators to traffic observations one gets a range of Hurst parameters that may significantly vary. Waveletbased Abry-Veicth estimator was recently claimed as being reliable even in presence of non-stationarity [6] . In [7] authors compared performance of Abry-Veicth, Periodogram-based, Whittle and R/S estimators for artificially generated selfsimilar traffic. They demonstrated that none of these estimators provide reliable estimate of Hurst parameter. Moreover, it was shown that Abry-Veicth estimator sometimes behaved worse compared to others resulting in absurd results.
We note that Hurst parameter is the most important parameter for modeling self-similar traffic. Moreover, it is selfsimilarity that was often claimed to produce a significant impact on performance of the traffic service process in the network. As a result, small deviations in the Husrt parameter may lead to different performance predicted using self-similar models provided to traffic aggregates. We believe that modeling of traffic observations exhibiting high degree of variability is still an open problem.
B. Non-stationarity
Recently, many authors stated to question whether selfsimilarity is the only reason for high variability of traffic aggregates. In [2] , [8] it was demonstrated that traffic pattern has almost deterministic daily variations resulting in clear nonstationary behavior on a day timescale. Authors in [9] demonstrated that multiplexed traffic on a high-speed link may have non-stationary behavior and discussed possible causes of nonstationarity of traffic observations. They argue that this could be due a number of reasons including time-varying number of aggregated sources, routing changes, specific aggregation of constant number of stationary sources. They suggested that at multi-seconds timescales aggregated network traffic is characterized by piecewise-linear non-stationary behavior with possible long-range dependent features. Authors in [10] studied interarrival times of packets at high-speed links. They claim that packet and connection arrival processes may exhibit non-stationary behavior arguing that time-varying nature of the number of active sources is responsible for variations in traffic patterns. It was also reported in [11] that approximately 10% of commercial Internet routes have lifetimes of few hours of even less. This could result in abrupt changes in the number of sources bottlenecked at the link.
Modeling traffic aggregates in IP networks many authors did not perform any tests for stationarity assuming that their traces are realizations of weakly stationary stochastic process [1] , [12] , [13] , [5] . Other authors consider non-stationary behavior of traffic observations as the factor that may hamper a clear conclusion about properties of traffic observations [3] , [9] , [10] . The common approach was to choose a sufficiently small blocks of observations such that observations in separate blocks are expected to be at least weakly stationary. For example, when testing for applicability of the Gaussian model to traffic modeling authors in [14] neglected a part of their trace claiming that it may introduce 'undesirable' nonstationary behavior. Authors in [10] assumed that 5 minute blocks of their traffic observations is sufficient to ensure intrablock stationarity. Analyzing the loss process of IP packets Yajnik et al. [15] We note that testing for stationary behavior having limited number of observations is extremely complicated task and no general procedures are available. To our knowledge [11] was the first paper where authors implicitly tried to represent non-stationary behavior of the traffic using piecewise non-stationary process. To discriminate between covariancestationary segments authors proposed to use change-point detection algorithm. The main problem is that their test explicitly assumes that the time-series are uncorrelated at all lags. This assumption may not hold in practice. Authors in [9] also used change-point estimators to determine boundaries of stationary segments. The another pitfall of approaches taken in [11] , [9] is off-line nature of change detection algorithms. This limits usability of these tests to off-line analysis of data.
C. Marginal Distribution of Aggregated Traffic
Another questions which is strictly related to the traffic nature is the marginal distribution. Inspired by the central limit theorem, a number of authors argues for Gaussian behavior of traffic aggregates. For example, in [16] authors highlighted that aggregation of a large number of independent sources leads to Gaussian. In [17] it was suggested that aggregation of even fairly small number of sources may lead to Gaussian behavior.
Authors in [14] tested Gaussian approximation for traffic aggregates. They demonstrated that for this assumption to hold a certain traffic aggregate should have sufficient vertical (number of sources) or horizontal (timescale) aggregation.
On the contrary, there are a number of publications stating that packet counts tend to have non-gaussian marginal distribution (see [13] , [5] among others). First of all, it was noted in [14] that Gaussian distribution can only serve as approximation of empirical traffic data as it always has probability mass on negative axis. Secondly, starting from Leland et al. [18] heavytailed marginal distribution was conventionally considered to be inherent for traffic observations. However, another reason for marginal distribution to be heavy-tailed is non-stationary nature of traffic aggregates. Indeed, even small increase in the mean value may lead to long tail of the distribution.
For network operators and end users it does not matter what mathematical model the traffic actually follows -they have to deal with negative effects of packet losses. The aim of this paper is not to prove that Internet traffic on high-speed links is stationary or not but to propose a tool to deal with timevarying effects of aggregated arrival processes. Note that these effects can be due to a very different phenomena. For example, it could be due to self-similar properties of arriving traffic contributing more traffic than average during some duration of time or due to change in the mean value of observations. The overall task is to estimate the current state of the traffic in terms of the model. This model can be further used by network equipment to take appropriate actions.
III. STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS
In this paper, we use traffic traces from NLANR passive measurement and analysis (PMA) project [19] . Since our main focus is on real-time traffic aggregates we consider UDP traffic only. To ensure that the required level of horizontal aggregation is achieved the timescale of interest was set to 1 second. To demonstrate and analyze statistical characteristics we choose day 2 and day 3 Auckland VIII traces. Our choice is motivated by usage of these traces in related studies. We check that observations and conclusions stated in this section hold for other traces from PMA archive.
A. 24-hours Traces
Let {Y (k), k = 0, 1, . . . , N} denote empirical observations of the number of bytes seen at the link in successive intervals of one second length. Time-series of day 2 and day 3 Auckland VIII traces are shown in Fig. 1 . According to the classic approach adopted in analysis of traffic patterns we consider histogram of relative frequencies of bytes in time intervals of constant length and corresponding ACF.
Normalized ACFs (NACF) and histograms are shown in Fig. 2 . Note that both histograms have a bimodal structure. This structure comes from long durations of time when local mean stays above or below the mean of the whole trace and may serve as an indicator of possible non-stationary behavior. For sufficiently large lags NACFs of both traces are well above zero implying that observations may have long memory. However, at some instants of time NACFs become zero. Then, for Day 3 trace NACF takes on negative values. This may also serve as an indicator of non-stationary behavior where mean of the trace varies in time.
To get visual impression how statistical characteristics of traffic aggregates vary in time we consider cumulative sum statistics (CUSUM, [20] 
where µ Y is the global mean of observations. Usually, CUSUM statistics is plotted on chart. If during a period of time most of the values are greater that the mean of the whole trace the CUSUM statistics is increasing. Therefore, a segment of the CUSUM statistics with positive slope indicates a period where the values tend to be above the mean. Similarly, a segment with negative slope corresponds to a period of time where the values tend to be below the mean of the trace. If the slope of CUSUM statistics is constant in time the average of the process stays relatively the same. A sudden change in direction of the CUSUM statistics indicates a sudden change in the mean.
CUSUM charts for considered traces are shown in Fig. 3 . As one observes, there are a number of drastic changes in considered traces and there are durations of time when average of the process remains relatively constant. This illustrates that these traffic aggregates follow non-stationary behavior. We also note that there are many smaller changes in CUSUM statistics that may impose non-stationary behavior on much shorter timescales.
B. 1-hour Traces
Consider now statistical characteristics of two 1-hour subtraces chosen from day 3 trace and shown in Fig. 4 . Note that these subtraces were chosen completely arbitrarily. However, results presented later are inherent for any 1-hour trace from Auckland VIII set of traces. NACFs and histograms of these subtraces are shown in Fig. 5 . Both histograms have heavytails. Histogram of subtrace 2 also has three modes. Observing corresponding time-series, one may conclude that the reason for this structure is non-homogeneity of samples rather than self-similar or long-range dependent nature of observations. NACFs are also characterized by complex behavior. Both traces have NACF values greater than zero for large lags. Then, NACFs drop below zero and stay negative for sufficient time.
CUSUM charts for each hour of day 3 trace are shown in 
C. Piecewise Stationary Behavior
Observing Fig. 1 , Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 one may suggest that the traffic may experience so-called piecewise stationary behavior. At this point we can only use visual observations of traffic patterns and CUSUM chart to predict points at which statistical characteristics change. For example, for both subtraces in Fig.  4 stationary behavior is expected for first 600 observations. Consider statistical characteristics of these segments.
Histograms of chosen parts of subtraces and their approximations by normal distributions are shown in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) . These approximations suggest that the distribution of aggregated traffic patterns may converge to normal. NACFs of chosen parts are shown in 7(c) and Fig. 7 (d) using solid lines with circles. One may observe that the memory of the process is short and limited to first few lags. We approximate this behavior using a single geometrical term in the form
value of observations. In Fig. 7 (c) and 7(d) approximating functions are shown by solid thick lines.
Note that carried out statistical tests do not allow us to be statistically strict with our conclusion regarding covariance stationarity of considered subtraces. Unfortunately, there are no effective methods to statistically test whether a limited set of observations is stationary or not. However, carried out tests statistically confirm that the marginal distribution is normal. NACF tends to zero as time progresses confirming that underlying processes are ergodic. These conditions are necessary for a underlying process to be covariance stationary.
IV. MODEL FOR STATIONARY TRAFFIC
To model stationary parts of aggregated traffic we use autoregressive process of order one, AR(1). It has normal distribution and geometrically decaying ACF. These properties allow us to assume that AR(1) process may produce fair approximation of statistical data presented in Fig. 7 .
A process is said to be autoregressive of order one when it is given by
where φ 0 and φ 1 are some constants, { (n), n = 0, 1, . . . } are iid random variables having the same Normal distribution with zero mean and variance σ 2 [ ].
For (1) to be weakly stationary it is sufficient to have φ 1 = 1. In this case
where µ X , γ X (i), i = 0, 1, . . . , are some constants. Mean, variance and covariance of AR(1) are related to φ 0 , φ 1 and σ 2 [ ] as
Parameters of AR(1) models are related to statistical data as
are estimates of lag-1 autocorrelation coefficient, mean and variance, respectively.
V. DETECTING CHANGES IN TRAFFIC PATTERNS
A. The Methodology
To differentiate between fluctuations of the traffic around the mean and changes in the mean value of the traffic process we propose to use change-point statistical tests. There are a number of change detection algorithms developed to date. The common approach to deal with this task is to use control charts including Shewhart, CUSUM, and exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) charts [21] . These charts originally came from statistical process control (SPC) where they are successfully used to monitor quality of production.
The idea of control charts is to classify causes of deviation from the target value into two groups. These are common and special causes of deviation. Deviation due to common causes is the effect of numerous causes affecting the process. They are inherent part of a process. Special causes are not the part of the process. Control charts signals the point at which special causes occur using two control limits. If observations are between them, process is 'in-control'. If some observations fall outside, the process is classified as 'out-of-control'. To detect changes in aggregated traffic patterns we assume that common causes are those resulting in inherent stochastic nature of the aggregated traffic. Special causes are those causing changes in the mean value of 'in-control' process.
B. Change in the Mean Value
Assume that k observations {Y (n), n = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1} of a certain stochastic process have the same distribution F 0 . The change-point statistical test refers to testing the null hypothesis, H 0 , that a currently observed observation k has distribution F 0 against alternative hypothesis, H 1 , that its distribution is F 1 . The latter case is when a change occurs in the distribution
where F Y,i is the distribution of observation i. The situation (4) is illustrated in Fig. 8 , where changes in mean and variance led to respective changes in distribution. In Fig. 8 in the middle were generated using N (250, 30). Fig. 8(b) demonstrates change in the variance that may also occur in traffic observations. Here first 40 and last 20 observations came from N (200, 30) while those in the middle were drawn from N (200, 60). Note that it may not be easy to visually detect changes in statistical characteristics. The change-point statistical test should be able to automatically detect these shifts.
It is often assumed that F 0 and F 1 are known except for some parameters of F 1 . Control charts are used to detect changes in these unknown parameters. In our case the form of the distribution is known in advance, the whole task is to detect a change in the mean resulting in the following test
C. Change-point Statistical Tests
The major shortcoming of change-point statistical tests is that they often assume that observations are independent. Traffic observations are not necessary independent but can be correlated. Autocorrelation makes classic control charts less sensitive to changes in the mean. For detecting changes in the mean value of autocorrelated processes two approaches have been proposed [22] . The first approach is to modify classic control charts. Control limits of these charts are widened to take into account correlational properties of empirical observations. The idea of the second approach is to fit observations to the time-series model and subsequently test residuals. If the model fits data well, the residuals are uncorrelated and classic control chars can be used.
Performance of change-point tests for autocorrelated data has been compared in [22] . It was shown that residuals-based approach performs well when the autocorrelation is negative. When the autocorrelation is positive, modified control charts on initial observations perform better. This is because changes in the mean value are differently transferred to residuals for positive and negative autocorrelations [23] . Additionally, accuracy of residuals-based approach strictly depends on accuracy of fitting of the model to statistical data. Taking into account positive autocorrelation found in traffic tarces, modified Shewhart, CUSUM and EWMA charts provide an attractive option for on-line change detection.
Note that traffic traces may also contain outliers. They are of local significance and usually does not affect further service process of traffic. Control charts for detecting shifts in traffic observations should therefore contain mechanisms to deal with these outliers. Modified Shewhart chart performs on original observations and, therefore, does not incorporate such mechanism. As a result, every time an outlier occurs a change is signalled worsening performance of the algorithm. Modified CUSUM and EWMA charts operate on smoothed statistics protecting against outliers. However, on-line implementation of CUSUM chart requires knowledge of the global mean of the monitored process. In our task this information is not available. Thus, for detecting changes in traffic observations EWMA chart is chosen. 
D. EWMA Control Charts
Let {Y (n), n = 0, 1, . . . } be a sequence of observations. The value of EWMA statistic at the time n, denoted by L Y (n), is given by
where parameter γ ∈ (0, 1) is constant. In (6) L Y (n) extends its memory not only to the previous value but weights values of previous observations according to constant coefficient γ. In (6) this previous information is completely included in L Y (n − 1). To show it, let us rewrite
Since for any constant n the following holds
one can see that (7) converges to
The EWMA charts takes central part among other control charts. Although, according to (6) , the most recent value always receives more weight in computation of L Y (n), the choice of γ determines the effect of previous observations of the process on the current value of EWMA statistics. Indeed, when γ → 1 all weight is placed on the current observation, L Y (n) → Y (n), and EWMA statistics degenerate to initial observations. As a result, EWMA control chart behaves like Shewhart one. Contrarily, when γ → 0 the current observation gets only a little weight, but most weight is assigned to previous observations. In this case, EWMA control chart behaves similar to CUSUM one. Summarizing, EWMA charts give more flexibility at the expense of additional complexity in determining one more parameter γ. 
Using (11) 
where k is a design parameter whose values are tabulated in the literature [22] , C(n) denotes the deviation of control limits from the EWMA value at time n. According to (12) an out-of-control behavior is signaled when L Y (n) at some point in time is less than
. Note that in (12) upper and lower control limits are time-varying in nature. However, when n → ∞ it is easy to see that 
where φ 1 is the parameter of AR (1) process. The control limits are given by
E. Details of the Algorithm
The proposed algorithm is intended to operate as follows. When change detection procedure starts a warm-up time is spent gathering current traffic statistics. During this period the process is uncontrolled. At the end of warm-up period control limits are estimated. These control limits as well as the current value of EWMA statistics is used to control the process in what follows. While the current value of EWMA statistics is in between control limits the process is classified to be covariance stationary. Once the change is detected a new process is considered to be in-control and the control chart has to be re-parameterized according to statistics of this process. To do so a new warm-up period is started.
To parameterize the EWMA control chart a number of parameters have to be provided. Firstly, parameter γ determining the decline of weights of past observations should be set. The values of k and γ determine the wideness of control belts for a given process with a certain σ 2 [Y ] and φ 1 . These two parameters affect behavior of the so-called average run length (ARL) value that is usually used to determine efficiency of a certain change detection procedure. ARL is defined as the average number of observation of the in-control process up to the first out-of-control signal. The ARL is the function of both k and γ. Different parameters of k and γ for a given ARL, σ 2 [Y ] and φ 1 are provided in [22] , [24] . In this paper (15) . The algorithm can be summarized as follows
• choose γ such that ARL matches a chosen value;
• estimate control limits of the chart;
• update EWMA statistics once new observation is ready;
• alarm once EWMA statistics is outside control limits;
• start new warm-up period.
To estimate statistics of a new 'in-control' process there must always be a certain warm-up period. There is a tradeoff between accuracy of estimates and duration of the warmup period. When the warm-up period is too small statistical estimates can be severely biased. Choosing warm-up period too large results in long periods of uncertainty during which performance of the traffic is uncontrolled. We recommend to set the length of warm-up periods to 50-200 observations. This choice provides reasonable resistance to outliers. Since the number of observations used to compute statistics of 'incontrol' processes is relatively small, unbiased point estimators should be used. Finally, to keep storage requirements as low as possible recursive estimators should be used.
Note that changes in arrival statistics may also occur during warm-up periods. In this case, statistical estimates can be biased resulting in very large control limits. To deal with this problem the following procedure is suggested. Once m L observations during warm-up period are obtained, the 'local' EWMA chart is parameterized. This chart must have such ARL that inaccuracies in statistical estimates are taken into account. At the same time, control limits must allow to detect abrupt changes in arrival statistics. If change is detected, warm-up period is restarted. Our experiments with traffic aggregates from [19] demonstrated that values of m L and in-control ARL set to 5-10 and 2000-4000, respectively, are reasonable choice. It is also important to note that only few changes during warm-up periods were observed in our experiments. However, when they do occur, performance of the change-point detection algorithm decreases substantially.
VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
A. Artificial Traces
To demonstrate applicability of the proposed change-point detection algorithm we firstly use artificially generated traces. These traces consist of segments each of which follows AR(1) model with possibly different means. Lengths of segments were chosen randomly between 50 and 1000 observations. Each time new segment was generated, parameter φ 0 of AR(1) models was chosen randomly out of the following vector φ 0 = {100, 120, . . . , 220}. Parameters φ 1 and σ 2 [ ] were kept constant and set to 0.3 and 30, respectively. Since φ 0 is the only parameter that affects mean of the AR(1) model (1), mean of segments varied while variance and lag-1 autocorrelation coefficient were kept constant. We note that these parameters allow negative observations with non-negligible probability. Segments was concatenated to obtain the whole trace. The whole trace is then realization of non-stationary process whose mean varies in time.
First 10000 observations from two generated traces are presented in Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 9(c) . Results of EWMA changepoint test for these traces are demonstrated in Fig. 9(b) and Fig. 9(d) , respectively. The warm-up period was set to 100 observations. Parameters of EWMA test were chosen such that the target ARL value is 500. As one may notice, changes in non-stationary traces have been successfully detected. We note that in this particular case EWMA test detected all changes that occurred in considered traces. However, there can still be false alarms. To increase accuracy of the test the target ARL values can be increased. However, it will worsen reactive properties of the chart.
B. Traffic Measurements
Consider how the proposed change-point detection algorithm performs for real traffic patterns. Time-series and corresponding results of EWMA change-point test for a number of traces from [19] are demonstrated in Fig. 10 . Warm-up period was set to 100 observations. Parameters of EWMA test were chosen such that the ARL value is 500. As one may observe significant changes in the mean value of observations occur in all traces. EWMA test successfully detects those changes. For example, changes in IPLS3 are evident and all of them were detected.
VII. APPLICATION SCENARIOS
The proposed modeling framework can be used whenever there is a need to describe traffic patterns in real-time. This situation occurs in QoS-aware networks such as multi-protocol label switching (MPLS) or differentiated services (DiffServ) when the user does not know exactly the traffic volume it may pose to the network but still requires network operator to provide performance guarantees. In this scenario network operator should be able to estimate on-the-fly the amount of resources required to serve the current traffic pattern with given performance metrics. Some of foreseen applications within this scope are discussed below.
A. Dynamic Resource Reservation in DiffServ
Traffic patterns in DiffServ networks are often parameterized statically using the token bucket mechanism [25] . However, usually it is impossible to know in advance how much resources will be needed for a given traffic aggregate. In this case resource allocation based on token bucket parameters may lead to ineffective usage of network resources where during long durations of time traffic fluctuates under the advertised level. When servicing systems in a network are allowed to change resources assigned to a traffic aggregate on-the-fly, this shortcoming can be effectively avoided.
To deal with abovementioned problem we propose the dynamic resource reservation algorithm. It is based on measurements of local behavior of traffic aggregates and successive estimation of the amount of resources required to serve the traffic with given performance parameters. According to our proposal, a customer notifies the network operator about the maximum load it may impose on the network. Network operator estimates the amount of resources required for advertised maximum load, chooses a path that providing these resources but does not reserve resources along this path.
Resource reservation is made dynamically as characteristics of traffic evolves in time. In this case service provider will pay exactly for the amount of traffic transferred in a network while the network operator is not required to statically devote a fraction of resources to the service that may not fully use them. Free resources can be temporarily assigned to other traffic patterns.
The proposed dynamic resource reservation algorithm should be implemented in all DiffServ routers. Basic elements of ingress and interior network nodes in DiffServ domain are shown in Fig. 11 , where control activities are denoted by dashed lines, packet flows are shown by solid lines. We assume that ingress routers conform to DiffServ specifications including traffic conditioning and buffering [25] . The only important difference compared to DiffServ functionality is the resource controller. The purpose of this controller is to manage the resource allocation for a given behavior aggregate. Depending on the type of the node, controller takes the input from the conditioner or behavior aggregate classifier and monitors arriving traffic for possible changes in its statistical characteristics. Another responsibility of the controller is to estimate the amount of resources required to serve incoming traffic with given performance metrics. These actions concern in-profile traffic only. It is important to note that the controller does not change statistical characteristics of the traffic pattern allowing it to proceed unaltered to the output port.
The ingress node is intended to operate as follows. Traffic metering unit is statically parameterized such that the maximum load a customer intends to pay for is allowed to enter the network. Those packets that conform to this specification proceed to the resource controller. Resource controller monitors conforming traffic for possible changes in its statistical characteristics and estimates the amount of resources required to serve it with given performance metrics. When a change in traffic statistics occurs, resource controller estimates a new resource allocation and advertise it to the resource allocation mechanism at the output port and to the DiffServ node. Note that functionality related to dynamic resource reservation is similar for both ingress and interior DiffServ nodes.
As a descriptor of the amount of resources required by traffic aggregates token bucket is used. The actual amount of resources in terms of the buffer space and outgoing link rate share are inferred from token bucket parameters at each node. According to the token bucket mechanism, the amount of traffic allowed in the time interval [0, t) is upper bounded by A(t) = rt + b, t ≥ 0, where token rate r is related to the outgoing link rate share, bucket size b is related to the buffer space. To parameterize a token bucket we have to find a pair (r, b) satisfying performance criteria. Usually, there are infinite number of pairs (r, b) satisfying the required loss performance. However, there is always upper bound on b that also satisfies delay requirements. There are a number of approaches to estimate token bucket parameters using statistics of arrival process. They range from approximations providing token bucket parameters for worst case traffic scenarios to exact ones involving solution of equivalent queueing systems. Since we are interested in simple approach providing a feasible option for on-line implementation to estimate parameters of the token bucket we use overflow theory. Note that the bucket size, b, should be set such that the delay is equal to or less than the maximum allowable delay in a network element. Thus, the task reduces to finding a suitable link rate share that should be assigned to a traffic aggregate. Let γ(t) be the cumulative arrival process and denote F t (x) = P r{γ(t) ≤ x}. When F t (x) is normal the following approximation can be used [16] 
where is the target buffer overflow probability.
B. Routing with Bandwidth Guarantees in MPLS
Nowadays many vendors already implemented both DiffServ and MPLS capabilities in their networking equipment. DiffServ provides tight performance bounds to traffic aggregates but requires all packets to follow the same path in a DiffServ domain. As one may see this requirement contradicts the hop-by-hop forwarding scheme of IP protocol and DiffServ must use an external forwarding scheme to implement QoS aware networks. MPLS complements DiffServ in this category providing a forwarding mechanism that allows to dynamically and automatically choose and reserve resources on the best available path for a given class of traffic [26] . For this purposes resource reservation protocol with traffic engineering support (RSVP-TE) or constrained routing label distribution protocols (CR-LDP) is used in MPLS. MPLS and DiffServ complement each other providing all required features for QoS-aware networks [27] .
To effectively route traffic in MPLS/DiffServ network it is important for network operators to know users' traffic demands in advance. The straightforward way is to derive these demands from service level agreements (SLA). When SLA is established network operator should provide bandwidth guarantees for the amount of traffic it agrees to serve. However, it is rarely feasible to know exact amount of traffic forcing users to guess. In this case, the network operator has rights to provide no guarantees to excessive traffic.
If the LSP arrival pattern as well as their traffic demands are known in advance off-line routing algorithms can be used to determine the best possible paths. When one or both characteristics are not known we have to resort to on-line routing. However, even in the case of on-line routing partial knowledge of requests arrival pattern and their traffic demands is extremely beneficial. It has been recently demonstrated that given the same performance guarantees in terms of the available bandwidth better resource utilization of the network can be obtained using on-line routing when daily traffic pattern is known in advance [28] .
When information about statistical characteristics of LSPs is not available in advance we propose to use our algorithm to detect changes in arrival patterns. The proposed algorithm should be implemented at ingress routers only. We assume that ingress routers implement all the features specified by DiffServ and MPLS including traffic conditioning and buffering. The only important difference compared to DiffServ/MPLS is the resource controller implemented at ingress nodes. The main purpose of this controller is to control the resource allocation for LSP. Controller takes the input from the traffic conditioner and monitors the traffic for possible changes in its statistical characteristics. When change in traffic characteristics occur, resource controller estimates new resource allocation. RSVP-TE is then used to update resource allocation for a given traffic aggregate at all nodes along the path of associated label switched path (LSP). This update procedure is performed using PATH and RESV RSVP messages that maintain soft reservation states in interior nodes.
We would like to highlight that our algorithm requires ability of operator's network to dynamically re-route traffic. Indeed, those resources that are not currently used by the considered serve can be redistributed between other services (if they require them) or assigned to the best effort serve. When the traffic of the considered service starts to build up again, the amount of traffic that used excessive available resources must be re-routed to another, possibly, 'worse' path that has enough available resources. This feature can be implemented using traffic engineering features of MPLS [26] or MPLS/DiffServ [29] .
VIII. CONCLUSIONS We proposed the model for aggregated IP traffic. Firstly, we demonstrated that IP traffic observation can be repre- sented using locally stationary processes. Using change-point statistical test as a basic tool of the algorithm we proposed to divide traffic observations into covariance stationary parts. This procedure should be implemented in real-time and the resulted model is inherently on-line in nature. We highlighted that the proposed approach can be of high practical importance in many areas of QoS-aware networks. This includes establishment of SLAs between network operators, dynamic bandwidth allocation in DiffServ networks, routing with bandwidth guarantees in MPLS or MPLS/DiffServ networks, etc. We note that the ultimate goal of this paper was not to prove that Internet traffic on high-speed links is stationary or not but to propose a tool to deal with time-varying effects found in arrival processes. We did not claim that the traffic characteristics are in excellent agreement with local stationary assumption neither we claimed that those studies revealing self-similar and long-range dependent nature of traffic patterns failed to correctly interpret statistical properties. Instead, we stress that traffic patterns may exhibit high variability due to a number of phenomena including long-range dependent, selfsimilar and/or non-stationary properties. The overall task was reduced to estimating the current state of the traffic in terms of the covariance-stationary model. The current model remains valid for i, i = 0, 1, . . . future observations and can be used by networking equipment to take appropriate actions related to optimal traffic engineering. We also note that the model for covariance-stationary segments can be extended to include self-similar and long-range dependent behavior.
